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i am deeply honored to be accepted into the 
Academy. It is, for me, a wonderful capstone to 
very good years as a visiting fellow at the Na-
tional Defence college’s centre for Asymmet-
ric Threat Studies. I tell my American colleagues 
that only the Swedes would invite a foreigner to 
do intelligence at their National Defence college. 
but you have, and I think you’re right. I should 
say that I’ve been a Swede-ophile for a long time. 
When I handled europe for the White House in 
the 1970’s there were but 15 members of  NATo. 
I could get the list right about half  the time – it 
was hard to remember that Iceland was a mem-
ber, benelux was three and Ireland wasn’t. but if  
we couldn’t always get the 15 right, we never had 
any doubt which country was the sixteenth mem-
ber of  NATo!
	 My	theme	in	reflecting	about	international	se-
curity from an American perspective is the need 
to resurrect strategy – by which I mean not “plan-
ning” but rather cold calculations of  risk and of  
balancing ends and means, objectives and capa-
bilities. That art seemed to get lost in the cold 
War. In part that War was so manichean and so 
existentially	threatening	that	cost-benefit	analysis	
seemed almost immoral. And once containment 
was decided, almost everything else was opera-
tional art. That manichean thinking persists: no-
tice the recent distinction between wars of  “ne-
cessity” and wars of  “choice.” but in fact all wars 
are wars of  choice. even nations that are attacked 
have the option of  surrender, which may in stra-
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tegic terms be their wisest choice.
	 With	your	indulgence,	let	me	reflect	on	three	
sets of  issues from this strategic perspective – the 
wars in vietnam and Iraq; the U.S. economic cri-
sis which is the biggest “national security” issue 
the country faces; and the badly misnamed “war 
on terror.”

Vietnam and Iraq
Here my headline would be a haunting one for 
me: that I never imagined my country would 
make the same mistake, the same strategic mis-
take, twice in my lifetime. Now, the vietnam war 
is for students ancient history, right up there in 
immediacy with the Pelopponnesian Wars. but 
when I taught at Harvard’s Kennedy School in 
the 1980’s, the war was still a living memory, and 
the received wisdom of  graduate students was 
that the United States had been clueless: vietnam 
was a complicated civil war in a far-off  place of  
which we knew little. my mentors, Richard Neus-
tadt and ernest may, and I taught a course on in-
telligence, and we used the escalation decision in 
the summer of  1965 as a major case, drawing on 
the Pentagon Papers.
 What is striking about the intelligence esti-
mates that summer is just how good they were. 
Their portrayal of  South vietnam made you 
wonder why anyone would want them as an ally. 
(The story is told, probably apocryphal, about 
President Johnson telling his advisors that in the 

carousel of  South vietnamese coups, one day 
those advisors would have him introducing to the 
press “our gallant ally, General Fuk U.”) but the 
assessments of  the war were right on: it would 
take a half  million U.S. troops and 3 years to turn 
the tide. Sure enough, three years later came Tet, 
a decisive defeat for North vietnam.

America’s Fiscal Imbalance
Iraq and Afghanistan are part of  the backdrop 
for what is the most important national secu-
rity issue facing the United States now – the na-
tion’s	fiscal	 imbalance.	You’ll	 have	noticed	 the	
crashing silence about foreign policy in the elec-
tion campaign – save a small amount of  china-
bashing. Hardly a word about cost, in lives or 
treasure. Not notice that the United States now 
spends on the war in Afghanistan seven times 
the Afghan GNP! (of  course, the number is a 
little squirrely: comparing high tech, rich coun-
try occupiers with a subsistence economy.) 
	 To	be	sure,	the	first	need	is	to	stimulate	the	
economy, not cut spending and raise taxes. In 
that sense, America’s situation is quite differ-
ent from Germany’s. britain’s is more like ours, 
and so the new government’s policies amount 
to a very risky experiment. It’s one I expect will 
fail, but, as our Soviet friends used to say, life it-
self  will provide the answer. For us, though, the 
right approach – on both economic and nation-
al security grounds – is short-run stimulus com-
bined with a longer-term plan for spending cuts 
and	tax	increases	to	begin	to	put	our	fiscal	house	
in order. In economic terms, the task is hard but 
not all that hard. The National commission on 
Fiscal Responsibility and Reform announced a 
plan this week for $1 trillion in additional rev-
enue, about $2.2 trillion in spending reductions, 
and about $700 billion in interest savings over 
ten years – phased in over time to avoid pushing 
the economy into recession. 
 The challenge is political. There seems abso-
lutely no willingness to raise taxes, and to be se-

rious about spending reductions means cutting 
entitlements, like Social Security and medicare, 
which are half  the budget, and Defense which 
is a quarter. everything else in the budget is that 
last quarter. 
 In the short run, the overheated rhetoric 
about other countries – for which read “china” 
– using our debt as a lever against us are wrong. 
Notice that so far U.S. interest rates have been 
going down, not up, and people have been buy-
ing bonds at essentially negative interest rates. 
In a world of  uncertainty, there has still been 
no better place to invest than the United States. 
more generally, the United States and china are 
now in a situation akin to the “mutual assured 
destruction” of  Soviet-American nuclear rela-
tions during the cold War: each could destroy 
the other’s economy but only at the price of  de-
stroying its own. 
 The concern is what happens if  gridlock 
means we don’t act. Then, at some point the 
markets will. Imagine what an ImF program ap-
plied to the United States would look like. In the 
best of  worlds, the United States will have to cut 
back its military and other commitments around 
the world. In the worst of  worlds, it could be 
forced to do that quickly, with the kind of  non-
planning that characterized its approach to Iraq 
after	the	conventional	war	phase	of 	the	conflict.	

The “War” on Terror that 
Shouldn’t be – a War at Least
The dramatic change in the strategic environ-
ment, other than the rise of  china and Asia, is 
the increased threat from transnational actors, 
terrorists especially. It is a momentous change, 
one that has been the theme of  my work at 
cATS for mSb, the civil contingencies Agen-
cy. It was well captured by a young analyst from 
NGA (the U.S. National Geospatial Intelligence 
Agency) – as you know, intelligence agencies in 
the United States only get three letters in their 
names! He said that NGA used to know what it 
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was looking for and be looking for things. Now, 
he said, they don’t know what they’re looking for 
and are looking not for things, but for activities. 
more generally, intelligence is about story telling, 
and we had a story about states, even states as 
different as North Korea. They were geographic; 
they had addresses. They were hierarchical and 
bureaucratic. None of  this is true for non-states. 
 one of  the striking things about working on 
these issues in Sweden is how similar the chal-
lenges are that face countries that took intelli-
gence seriously. They all face some version, on 
some scale of  the same challenges – how to re-
orient capacity that was designed for the cold 
War, and how to collect more information on 
their people without infringing privacy. When I 
was asked after September 11th why the FbI and 
the cIA didn’t cooperate better, my answer was: 
because we, the American people, didn’t want 
them to. We feared the combination of  police 
and intelligence power, and decided by the mid-
1970’s that the cold War didn’t require it. When I 
first	went	to	Washington	in	the	1970’s,	the	leaders	
of  the two agencies literally did not speak to one 
another. So the situation could only get better!
 Now, not only do the two agencies know they 
can talk to each other, they know they must. more 
generally, the change that is most striking is not 
so much noticed – the transformation of  the 
FbI. by contrast, the creation of  a director of  
national intelligence, or DNI, which got a lot of  
attention, hasn’t worked out so well. I had hoped 
not for a day to day manager of  all our intelli-
gence agencies – that would be a little like say-
ing that a secretary of  defense was necessary so 
squadrons	 and	 platoons	 could	 fight	 together	 –	
but for a real strategic manager, to make sure we 
got our $80-billion worth from U.S. intelligence. 
So far, I have to say, those who worried that the 
DNI would be just one more layer of  bureaucra-
cy are hard to prove wrong. 
 but the reshaping of  the FbI has gone better 
than I expected. I had the opportunity, just after 
September 11th, to conduct a review of  internal 

security at the bureau, in the wake of  the Rob-
ert	Hanssen	spy	scandal.	On	my	first	day	of 	in-
terviews at FbI headquarters – Fort Hoover, in 
bureau slang – I met a young (in my terms) fe-
male agent who was in charger of  the asset and 
informant database. I was impressed. She hated 
being at headquarters and longed, instead, to be 
out there with her badge, gun and car catching 
bad guys. When I complimented her later to her 
former	boss	in	the	Washington	Field	Office,	he	
said:	“She’s	terrific.	She’s	the	best	fugitive-track-
er in the bureau. And she can put the contents 
of  her sidearm through a target the size of  a 
doughnut.”
 This is not RAND, I thought. but it was the 
old bureau. The new bureau is transforming 
from pure law enforcement to become an intel-
ligence-led	prevention	outfit,	 especially	with	 re-
gard to terrorism. The transformation is a work 
in progress. It means that “cases” are no longer 
just for law enforcement; they can be “collection 
platforms”	 for	 intelligence	 in	 the	 fight	 against	
terrorism. 
	 Yet	I	conclude	with	the	strategic	theme.	Plain-
ly, terrorism frightens people. The terrorists’ 
purpose is terror, and in that they succeed. In-
deed, every time I see a new checkpoint or a new 
screening device at airports, I think that the ter-
rorists have won another round. In money, pro-
tecting against terrorism has been very expensive 
if  one counts the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
According to a RAND study a few years ago, 
America spends an FbI-worth of  money on air-
port security, two FbIs if  people’s time and in-
convenience are included (though that probably 
has diminished as security has improved). 
 People are frightened by terrorism well be-
yond their real risk – a strategic point our politi-
cians have not made very well. In every year since 
2001, excluding the war zones, more Americans 
have been killed by lightning that by terrorism. 
I worry what will happen when the next attack 
comes, as it will. All bets will be off, and people 
will seek security above all. I end my latest book 

on intelligence with an elegant quote from brian 
Jenkins about the need to balance security with 
the liberties we all hold dear. I then turn it into 
my own cruder line: “I don’t fear the terrorists. I 
sometimes do fear us.”

The author is a Ph.D. and a fellow of  the The 
Swedish Royal Academy of  War sciences.


